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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IT IS well-known that the classifying space BG of a Lie group G is the geometric realization of a 
simplicial manifold, i.e. a semi-simplicial set whose p-dimensional simplices constitute a C” 
manifold and whose boundary and degeneracy operators are C” maps (see e.g. Segal[231). In the 
study of characteristic classes in real cohomology it is therefore natural to look for a De Rham 
complex for a simplicial manifold X = {X,}. An obvious candidate is the total complex a*(X) of 
the double complex (aq(X,), 6, &) of C” q-forms on X,, where dx is the usual exterior 
differential and where 6 is the co-boundary of simplicial cochains. This is studied in a recent 
paper by Bott-Shulman-Stasheff [4], where one can find a proof of the fact that the homology 
H(&*(X)) is naturally isomorphic to the singular cohomology with real coefficients of the 
realization ]]X]]. 
However there is an even more natural De Rham complex A *(X) associated to a simplicial 
manifold where a “form” is roughly speaking a C” form on llX]l (see 02 for a precise definition). 
For X a discrete simplicial set the construction of A *(X) goes back to Whitney [26] and has 
recently been used by Sullivan[25] in his study of the rational homotopy type of a manifold. The 
advantage of A *(X) is (apart from the suggestive nature of the definition) that the multiplication 
is graded commutative as in the case of an ordinary manifold and so the usual Chern-Weil theory 
carries over word by word to the universal case X = NG, the nerve of a Lie group G. To a great 
extent this just leads to a reformulation of previous constructions by Bott and Shulman (see [2] 
and [3]) and by Kamber-Tondeur[l3]. However the present point of view gives rise to an 
interesting formula for the characteristic classes of flat bundles which we shall now describe. 
Let G be a connected semi-simple real Lie group with finite center and choose a maximal 
compact subgroup K 2 G. Let fi and I be the corresponding Lie algebras and let H*(g, f) be the 
relative Lie algebra cohomology. For a homomorphism f: I + G where I is a discrete group there 
is a well-known characteristic homomorphism jr: H*(g, f)+ H*(Br) whose definition via De 
Rham cohomology goes back to Matsushima[ 171 (see Kamber-Tondeur[ 131, $8 or $4 below) and 
which has recently been studied by Bore1 [l] for arithmetic subgroups I. Now H*(Br) is 
canonically isomorphic to H*(T) the Eilenberg-MacLane group cohomology of I with real 
coefficients (see e.g. MacLane [ 161, chapter 4, P5) and we want to express jr in terms of explicit 
cochains. Let g = p @ f be a Cartan decomposition (see e.g. Helgason[ 101, chapter 3, 57). Then a 
class in H’(fl, I) is represented by an alternating q-form cp on g/f = p. By left translation this gives 
a closed C” q-form 6 on G/K (the differential of the complex A*(p) is actually 0 since [p, p] c f). 
Endowed with a left invariant Riemannian metric G/K is a non-compact globally symmzric 
space and I acts via f as a group of isometries on G/K (so we shall write -+x instead of f(y)x for 
x E G/K and y E I). Now let (r,, . . . , yq) E (r)’ and let o = {K} E G/K be the base point. 
We define the geodesic simplex A(y,, . . . , yq) g G/K inductively as follows. A(-y,) is the 
geodesic arc from o to ylo and generally A(r,, . . . , yq) is the geodesic cone on yl . A(?*, . . . , yq) 
with top point o. The ordering of the vertices o, y,o, y,-yZo, . . . , ylyz . . . yqo, determines a natural 
orientation of A(?,, . , . , yq). In this notation we shall prove (54): 
THEOREM 1.1. For cp E W(g, f) the q -cochain representing jr(q) E H”(r) is given by 
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Now let I’(K) denote the set of K-invariant homogeneous polynomials of degree 1. Then by 
Chern-Weil theory P E I’(K) determines a characteristic class w(P) E H*‘(BK) = H*‘(BG), 
and letting Bf: BT+BG be the classifying map we shall prove: 
COROLLARY 1.3. For P E I’(K) the characteristic class (Bf)*w(P) E H”(T) is given by 
((Bf)*w(P), (75,. . . , WIN = 6,,, .. y2,) P(R’): (1.4) 
. . 
where Sz is the alternating 2-form on p with values in t defined by WA, B) = -;[A, Bl, A, B E P. 
Specializing (1.4) to the case G = Sl(2, R) we immediately recover the result of Milnor[20] 
that the Euler number of a flat Sl(2, R)-bundle on a surface of genus g has numerical value less 
than g. 
It is a well-known theorem of van Est[9] (see also Hochschild-Mostow1121) that I-I*@, I) is 
canonically isomorphic to HZ(G) the continuous Eilenberg-MacLane cohomology of G. The 
map jr is just the composite of this isomorphism and the induced map f* in group cohomology. 
More generally for V a G-module H*(g,f; V) is the homology of the complex A*((g/f)*) @ V 
and we can easily prove (95): 
PROPOSITION 1.5. The van-Est isomorphism H*(g, f ; V) z Ht(G, V) is induced by the map 2 
defined by 
Here A(g,, . . . , g,) is constructed in the same way as A(y,, . . . , yq) above using the action of 
G on G/K. 
Most of the work on this paper was done during a most pleasant visit to the Mathematics 
Institute, University of Warwick in the spring of 1975, and the author is especially grateful to 
George Lusztig for many inspiring discussions about the problems considered in this paper. 
82. THE SIMPLICIAL DE RHAM COMPLEX 
In this section we shall define the De Rham complex A*(X) for a simplicial manifold and 
extend De Rham’s theorem to this case. 
For a C” manifold Y (unless otherwise specified all manifolds are paracompact), we denote 
the usual De Rham complex of exterior forms by d*(Y) with exterior differential d. Let 
A’ &R’+’ be the standard simplex A’ = {t = (t,,, . . . , fp)lti 2 0, Ziti = 1). Then d*(AP x Y) 
denotes the complex of forms on A’ x Y which are extendable to C” forms on V” x Y where 
V” = {t(Ziti = I} c R”‘. 
Consider a &plicial manifold X = {X,} and let ei: X, +Xpml, i = 0,. . . p, be the face 
operators corresponding to the inclusions l i : A’-’ -+ AP of the ith face. 
Definition 2. I. A C” n-form rp on X is a sequence of n -forms p@” E LS?~ (A” x X,) satisfying 
(ei x id)*cp@’ = (id x ~~)*(p’~-‘) (2.2) 
on A”-‘xX,foralli=O ,..., p,andallp=1,2 ,.... 
Thus 9 is a form on the disjoint union II,AP x X, and in the following we shall denote the 
restriction to AP x X,, also by q. Notice that the fat realization l\Xll of X is the quotient space of 
II,A” XX, with the identifications (e’(f), x) - (t, E~x), t E A’-‘, x E X,, i = 0,. . . , p, so (2.2) is 
the natural condition for a form on IlXll. The set of all n-forms on X is denoted by A “(X) and it is 
obvious that the exterior derivative d, and the usual wedge product of forms on A’ x X, makes 
A *(X) into a differential graded algebra as for an ordinary manifold. We shall now prove that the 
homology of A *(X) is naturally isomorphic to the real cohomology H*()lXll> of the fat realization 
(in the following all cohomology is taken with real coefficients). 
First let us split A”(X) into a direct sum A”(X) = @ A “*l(X) where A “*l(X) consist of the 
k+l=* 
forms cp of type (k, I), that is, cp restricted to A’ x X, is locally of the form II,Jar.Jdti, A. + .A dti, A 
dxj, r, - * . A dx,, where {xi} are local coordinates of X, and (t,, . . . , t,) are the barycentric 
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coordinates of A’. Also let d, and dx denote the exterior differential in the t-respectively 
x-variables. Then clearly d = da-t dx so that (A”“(X), da, dx) is a double complex and. 
(A*(X), d) is the corresponding total complex. This double complex is closely related to the 
other double complex (zZ”~‘(X), 8, dx) where a”*‘(X) = &‘(Xk) and 8 = Zi(-l)ie?: 
THEOREM 2.3. For each 1 the two chain complexes (A*,‘(X), da) and (a*.‘(X), 8) are 
naturally chain homotopy equivalent. In fact there are natural maps 9: Ak”(X) *d’“‘(X): 8 
and chain homotopies s : A k~’ (X) + A ‘-“‘(X) such that 
.%od,=6of, $odx=dxoY (2.4) 
d,o%‘=$o6, %‘Odx=dxO% (2.5) 
908=id (2.6) 
80§-id=sod,+d,os, s~dx=dx~s. (2.7) 
Before proving Theorem 2.3 let us notice the consequences for the spectral sequences 
associated to the two double complexes. Filtering with respect to the first index we have the 
spectral sequences I(A)?* and I(&)$* associated to the double complexes A **(X) and a**(X) 
respectively. Similarly the spectral sequences II(A and II(A belong to the filtration with 
respect to the second index (see e.g. Cartan-Eilenberg[7], chapter 15, 46). 
COROLLARY 2.8. The maps 9 and 8 induces natural isomorphisms I(A)?* = I(&?* for r 2 2 
and II(A):* = II(d):* for r 2 1. In particular 9 and 8 induce natural isomorphisms of the 
homology of the total complexes, so that H(A*(X), d) is naturally isomorphic to H*(llXll). 
The proof given below of Theorem 2.3 goes back to Whitney[26] in the case of X a discrete 
simplicial set. In fact 9: A “,‘(X)+dk.‘(X) is just integration over A” and 8 is given by the 
“elementary forms” of [26], chapter 7, 0 11. 
First some notation. Let {eo, . . . , ep} be the canonical basis of R”’ so that the standard 
simplex A’ is the convex hull of this set. As before let (to, . . . , t,) be the barycentric coordinates. 
For I = (iO, . . . , ik) a sequence of integers with 0 I ia < i, < * . * < ik S p we have the inclusion 
F’: Ak +A” onto the k-dimensional face spanned by (e,, . . . , ei,) and we have a corresponding 
face map ,&:Xp+Xk. Thus p’=e’l...ej, and pr=Ej,...Ej, where 05j,<...<j,sp is the 
complementary sequence of I = (iO,. . . , ik). Also for I = (iO,. . . , ik) put 111= k. 
For Y a C” manifold and for each j, 05 j s p, we shall need an operator 
h(j): &“(AP x Y)-+&“-‘(Ap x Y) which is well-known from the usual proof of the Poincare 
lemma. It is defined as follows: Let g: [O, l] x A’ x Y +A’ X Y be the homotopy g(s, t, x) = 
(~.ej+(l-s).~,x), s E [O,l], t E A’, x E Y. For cp E &“(Ap x Y) we then define 
ho,(q) = J,‘iiaIaS(g*cp)ds where ialas is the interior derivative with respect to the vector field a/as. 
For I = (iO,. . .,ik)wealsoputhr=h{i~O’ . ~0 h(,,. The following lemma is proved by straight 
forward calculations: 
LEMMA 2.9. The operators ho,: &‘“(Ap x Y)+&“-‘(Ap x Y), j = 0,. . . , p, satisfy 
h<j,“d*(p) + da~ho,(cp) = (ej X id)*cp - cp, (2.10) 
ho, 0 dx = dx 0 ho,. (2.11) 
Furthermore for i = 0,. . . , p we have 
(ci X id)* 0 ho, = h(j) O(E~ X id)*, i>j (2.12) 
(ei Xid)*oh,,= h+l)o(ei Xid)*, i<j. (2.13) 
Returning to the simplicial manifold X = {X,} we can now define 9: A kP’(X)-+&k~‘(X) as 
follows. For cp E A”.‘(X) we consider the restriction to A’ x xk and define 9((p) E &‘(Xk) by 
y(cp) = (-l)“(ek Xld)* 0 h+,,o * * .O h&cp). Iterated use of (2.10) and (2.11) now easily proves the 
identities (2.4). 
The inverse map 8 is defined as follows. For o E a’(Xk) 8(w) is given by a (k + [)-form on 
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the “hat” means that this is omitted. easy to see satisfies (2.2) and 
E A**‘(X). Also (2.5) and (2.6) are checked by straight forward computations. Similarly 
s : A "*l(X)+ A ‘-l*‘(X) is given over A’ x X, by the formula 
s(Q)= ,ss<k III!@ (-l)‘ti,dt,~ * . * A d$ A . . . dti,,,) A h(q). 
It follows easily from (2.12) and (2.13) that s(q) satisfies (2.2) when cp does, and again (2.7) 
follows by iterated use of (2.10) and (2.11). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3 and hence of 
Corollary 2.8. 
Remark 1. As mentioned above 9(cp) could also be defined as the form on Xk obtained from 
cp by integrating cp ]Ak x Xk over A’. We shall especially use this for X discrete in which case a form 
cp E A’(X) = A “-O(X) is given by a family of k-forms cp = {v~}, (J E II ,X,, such that Q* is 
defined on A” for u E X,,. The complex a**“(X) is just the cochain complex C*(X) with real 
coefficients and 9 : A*(X) + C*(X) is then given by associating to Q E A k (X) the k-cochain 
y(Q)v = ,j.dQ,, c E xk. 
Remark 2. If f: X+ Y is a simplicial Cm map of simplicial manifolds we clearly have an 
induced chain map f*: A*( Y)+A *( Y), and it is easy to see that it commutes with the 
transformations 9, 8 and s defined above. Also if f, g : X + Y are simplicially homotopic 
simplicial maps (see e.g. May[l8], chapter 1, SS) it follows by the usual construction that the 
induced maps f*, g*: a*(Y) + d*(X) are chain homotopic and hence f*, g*: A *(Y) + A *(X) 
are chain homotopic as well. In fact it is easy directly to construct chain homotopies associated to 
a specific homotopy between f and g. We leave the details to the reader. 
Remark 3. In analogy with the identifications of the usual geometric realization [XI (see 
Sega1[23]) one has the notion of normal forms on X defined by including in Definition 2.1 a 
further requirement similar to (2.2) involving the degeneracy operators. Letting A %(xX) 2 A *(X) 
be the subcomplex of normal forms one can now prove a normalized version of Theorem 2.3 in 
which d’(xk) is replaced by a%‘(X) = d’dXk) of I-forms on Xk which goes to zero under the 
maps induced by the degeneracy operators. By the usual argument (see e.g. MacLane[l61, 
chapter 7, $6) the inclusion &$‘(X)+&*,‘(X) is a chain equivalence. Hence also the inclusion 
A $’ (X) + A *J (X) is a chain equivalence and in particular A It;(X) + A *(X) is an isomotphism in 
homology. Notice that for Y a manifold and X = {X,,} the trivial simplicial manifold with X, = Y 
for all p, the projections A” x Y + Y induce an isomorphism between d*(Y) and A 3X). 
As mentioned above A *(X) for X a simplicial manifold is a differential graded algebra so the 
h-product induces a multiplication in H(A *(X)). 
THEOREM 2.14. The isomorphism H(A *(X)) = H*(\JX(l) is multiplicative where the multiplica - 
tion on the left is induced by the wedge-product of forms and on the right is the cup -product. 
Proof. First let us study the isomorphism ore explicitly. As in Bott-Shulman-Stasheff [4] let 
Y = {Yk.l} be the discrete double simplicial complex YkJ = .??[(Xk) of C” singular I-simplices of 
X,. It is shown in [4] that the natural map of realizations I(Y(\+ ]lX]] is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Also the cohomology of )]Y]] is given by the homology of the total complex C*(Y) 
associated to the double complex Ck,‘( Y) of singular 1 -cochains on Xk. The isomorphism 
H(A*(X))+H(C*(X)) is then easily seen to be induced by the map j: A”.‘(X)+C”‘(Y) 
defined by taking Q E A”“(X) to the I-cochain of xk whose value at a singular I-SiIIIpkX 
u: A’ +Xk is given by 
(2.15) 
where cp as usual is restricted to Ak X .&. Now since Y is discrete the natural map ]I YII + I Y] onto 
the usual geometric realization is a weak homotopy equivalence. Furthermore it is well-known 
(see e.g. Quillen[21]) that I Y] is naturally homeomorphic tothe geometric realization IAY] of the 
diagonal simplicial complex A Y. Now H*(]A Y I) is naturally isomorphic to the homology of the 
cochain complex C*(AY) associated to AY, and it is easy to see that the homeomorphism 
]Y]+]AYJ corresponds to 9*: C*(AY)+ C*(Y), the dual of the “shuffle map” (see e.g. 
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MacLane[l6]) %: C,(Y)-+ C*(AY) defined by 
where the sum is taken over all (k, 1) shuffles (1, J), I = (i,, . . . , ik), J = (j,, . . . ,j,) and where 
71:: Y,,, + Y,,,,, and 77:): YP.4: YP.4+I are the degeneracy operators. 
We can now reduce the proof of the theorem to the case of the discrete semi-simplicial set AY 
as follows. According to the above Remark 3 it is enough to prove the theorem with A*(X) 
replaced by the normalized complex AMX). We then have the commutative diagram 
Aft,(X) 2 C*(Y) 
1% L* (2.16) 
A%(AY)-I, C*(AY) 
where % is the natural map taking a form cp on X to the form %(cp) (on the discrete complex A Y) 
given by 
% (cp), = (id x T)*(P, idxr:A”+A”xX,. 
In fact each shuffle correspond to an affine (k + I)-simplex of Ak x A’ and the commutativity of 
(2.16) just expresses the fact that the integral (2.15) is the sum of the integrals over each of the 
pieces. 
Since % is clearly multiplicative it is enough to prove the theorem for X a discrete 
semi-simplicial set as we shall now assume. Since 9: A*(X) + C*(X) has the chain homotopy 
inverse 8: C*(X)+A *(X) it is enough to see that the map @*: C*(X) @ C*(X)+ C*(X) 
defined by @*(a @ b) = 4(8(a)~ 8(b)) induces the cup-product in H(C*(X)). A direct 
calculation shows that @*(a @ b) for u E C”(X), b E C”(X), is given by the (p + q)-cochain 
’ !’ ! @*(a @b)(a) =(p + q + l)! (r,,) 2 sgn (I, J)a&(o)) . b(pJ(u)), (2.17) 
where the sum is taken over all I = (b, . . . , i,) and J = (jo, . . . , j,) with exactly one integer in 
common, say is = jr, and where sgn(I,J) is (-1)p-3+r times the sign of the permutation taking 
(0, 1,. . . ,p+q)into(&,. . . , Is, A . . . . ip,is=jr, j. ,..., f ,..., j,).NoticethatforI=(O ,..., p), 
J=(p,... , p + q) this sign is +l and the corresponding term in (2.17) is the usual 
Alexander-Whitney cup-product of a and b. Using standard arguments of acyclic models (see 
e.g. MacLane [16, chapter 8, $71 it is easy to see that the dual map @: C*(X)+ 
C,(X) @ C,(X) is an approximation to the diagonal and hence @* induces the cup-product in 
cohomology. This ends the proof. 
For X a C”-manifold and % = { U } n aE~ an open covering of X there is associated an 
important simplicial manifold NX% defined by Segal[23] as follows. The manifold of 0-simplices 
is the disjoint union II,U, of non-empty intersections U, = n,,,U, with v c I: running 
through all finite subsets, and in general the manifold of p-simplices is 
NX,(p) = II Uw, 
,rroc---cwD 1 
where the disjoint union is taken over all sequences u,, C oI C . . . C a, of finite subsets of C 
such that U,, + 0. The face and degeneracy operators are defined by the obvious inclusion maps. 
An n-form on NX, is therefore a collection of n-forms (P[~~...~_] on A” x U,, satisfying some 
obvious compatibility conditions. Clearly NX* is a “good” (see Sega1[221) or “proper” (see 
May [ 191) simplicial space so that the map ]]NX, I] -+ INX LpI ] is a weak homotopy equivalence. As in 
Segal[23] the natural projection ]iVX% I+X is a homotopy equivalence (a homotopy inverse is 
given by a partition of unity which exists since X is assumed paracompact). Notice that the 
projections A” x U,, + U,, $ X induce a natural map d*(X)+A*(NXti) and we have thus 
proved 
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COROLLARY 2.18. The natural map d*(X) + A *(NXar ) induces an isomorphism in homology. 
This observation is useful in the construction of characteristic lasses in De Rham 
cohomology as we shall see in the next section. 
Let us end this account of simplicial De Rham theory with a few remarks on the relation to 
rational homotopy theory. According to Sullivan[25] there is a one to one correspondence 
between rational homotopy types of nilpotent spaces on the one hand, and minimal differential 
graded algebras @CA’s) over Q on the other. Furthermore for a manifold X the corresponding 
DGA tensored with R is the minimal model of d*(X). It is easy to generalize this to simplicial 
manifolds, i.e., if X is a simplicial manifold the DGA corresponding to]]X]] is, when tensored with 
R, the minimal model of A*(X). As an example let us mention that the simplicial manifold NX% 
considered above makes sense more generally for X a manifold with some kind of singularities 
just all the intersections U, are manifolds (of varying dimensions). 
$3. THE CHERN-WEIL HOMOMORPHISM 
The formalism of 42 naturally suggests also to extend the Chern-Weil theory (see e.g. 
Kobayashi-Nomizu[lS], chapter 12, or Chern-Simons[8]) to the semisimplicial case as we shall 
do in this section. Let G be a real Lie group with Lie algebra $. A simplicial principal (right) 
G-bundle 7~: E + B is just a simplicial map of simplicial manifolds uch that ?r: E(p)+ B(p) is a 
principal G-bundle for each p. Since a connection in an ordinary principal G-bundle is a certain 
kind of l-form on the total space with coefficients in fi, it is natural to define a connection in our 
case simply as a l-form 0 on E (with coefficients in 0) in the sense of Definition 2.1, such that 0 
restricted to A” x E(p) is a connection in the usual sense. 
Now consider the Weil algebra IV(G) = A*($*) @ S*($*) the tensor product of the exterior 
and the symmetric algebra of the dual Lie algebra $ *. As in Cartan[5], W(G) is made into a 
differential graded algebra (with S’($*) in degree 2). Since a connection 0 in a simplicial principal 
bundle 7r: E + B clearly gives a connection in the algebraic sense for the algebra A *(E) it extend 
in the usual way to a map 
w: W(G)+A*(E) (3.1) 
of differential graded algebras. In fact 8 correspond to a map g*+A ‘(E) which by exterior 
multiplication extends to A*($ *) + A *(E). Also the curvature form n defined as usual by the 
equation 
do =n-;[e, e] 0.2) 
givesriseto w:S*(g*)+A*(E)bytheformula w(P)=P(R’),P E S’(g*),whereR’=fi~***~ 
R (I times) and S’(g*) is identified with the vector space of symmetric I-linear forms on 0. 
For K C G a closed subgroup with Lie algebra f, the relative Weil algebra W(G, K) is defined 
as W(G, K) = InvK(A*((g/f)*) @ S*($)) (Inv K means K-invariant part), with the induced 
differential. Then (3.1) induces 
w: W(G, K)+A*(E/K) (3.3) 
where E/K of course is the simplicial space (E/K)(p) = E(p)/K. As usual E/K is the total space 
of the simplicial fibre bundle over B with fibre G/K. Taking G = K and putting 
I*(G) = ‘w(G, G) = Inv&*($*), we get the induced Chern-Weil homomorphism 
w: I*(G)+ H(A*(B)) = H*(llBII). (3.4) 
In particular let us consider the universal G-bundle ?T: NG + NG as in Segal[23]. Recall that 
NG is the simplicial manifold with NG@) = G X . . . x G (p + 1 copies) where the face operators 
are given by leaving out one of the coordinates. Similarly NG is defined by NG@) = G X . . . X G 
(p copies) but here the face operators are given by multiplying two consecutive lements. Finally 
?T: NG(p)+ NG(p) is given by 
7r(go,. . , &I = GM-‘, mc, * * . , gpdL3. (3.5) 
There is a canonical connection in this bundle defined as follows. Let 00 denote the 
Maurer-Cartan connection in the principal bundle G -+ pt, that is, & is the g-valued l-form on G 
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which at a point g E G is given by (.&I), the differential of the left translation with g-’ (fl is 
identified with the tangent space at the identity element e E G). Let qi : A” X NC(p) -+ G denote 
the projection on the ith coordinate and put Bi = qt&, i = 0, . . . , p. Then 0 is simply given over 
AP x NG(p) by 
e=toeo+...+tpep (3.6) 
where (to, . . . , t,) as usual are the barycentric oordinates of hp. Since 816’ x NG(p) is a convex 
combination of connections it is a connection in the usual sense, and it is also obvious from (3.6) 
that 8 satisfies (2.2). Since by definition I(NG(( = BG, (3.4) defines w: I*(G)+ H*(BG). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. (a) Let 5: Y-+X be a principal G-bundle with classifying map f: X+ BG. 
Then f * 0 w : I*(G) += H*(X) is the usual Chern- Weil homomorphism for f: 
(b) For G compact w: I*(G)+ H*(BG) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (a) By definition a principal G-bundle is given by a 1-cocycle with coefficients in G for 
some covering % = { Ua}ae~ 0 f X As in Segal[23] this extends to a simplicial map g : NX, + NC. 
Since the projection ]]NXa,]\+X is a homotopy equivalence it suffices to show that 
g* 0 w: I*(G)+H(A*(NX%)) agrees with the composite of the usual Chern-Weil map 
I*(G)+ H@!**(X)) and the isomorphism H@‘*(X))-+ H(A*(NX%)) of Corollary 2.18. Now g 
extends to a map of simplicial principal G-bundles 
NY,+ --f NG 
I I 
and clearly g*a w is just the Chern-Weil map (3.4) for the case NY,-1, + NX, with the 
connection induced from the universal bundle. On the other hand a connection in 5: Y +X 
clearly gives rise to another connection in NY,-1% + NX, and the claim is just that these two 
connections induce the same Chern-Weil map in homology. This however follows by the usual 
homotopy argument (see e.g. Kobayashi-Nomizu[15], chapter 12, 91). 
(b) follows from (a) or directly by the argument of Cartan[51. 
Let us end this section indicating how the usual characteristic classes of foliations fit into our 
set up (see Kamber-Tondeur [ 131 and Bott-Shulman-Stasheff [4]). Recall from $2 that an n-form 
on a simplicial manifold split into a sum of forms of type (k, n - k) where k is the exterior degree 
in the simplex variables. As we shall see below Bott’s vanishing theorem is an easy consequence 
of the following 
LEMMA 3.8. Let 0 be the canonical connection in the universal bundle 7~ ; NG + NC, and let R 
be the curvature form. Then for P E S’($*) the 21-form P(Q’) on NC is a sum of horizontal 
forms of type (1, I), (1 - 1, 1 + l), . . . , (0,21). 
Proof. It follows from (3.6) that over AP x NG(p) we have 
de = Zi(dti A ei + &de,) 
By Maurer-Cartan’s equation dei = -f[e,, e,]. Hence by (3.2) and since ‘cjtj = 1, 
fi = de +f[e, el = Z,dt, A ei + &tJj([ei, ei] - [e,, e,]) 
= RI.1 + &,* 
where RI,, and fin~,~ are horizontal 2-forms of type (1,l) and (0,2) respectively. The lemma clearly 
follows from this. 
Now consider a foliation 9 of codimension q on a C” manifold X. It is well-known (see e.g. 
Bott[31 for the precise definition) that 9 is given by an open covering % = {I-J,},,, and 
submersions f=: U, + R4 such that f_-‘(y), y E R” are the leaves of 8 intersected with U,. 
Furthermore for each x E U, n U, there are given local diffeomorphisms r;h of a 
neighborhood of f=(x) to a neighborhood of fs (x) such that locally fa = &, 0 fa. The normal 
bundle V: Y + X of 9 is then the Gl(q, R)-bundle over X for which the map x + d(yz,) defines 
the transition functions over U, II l-J,. Let g : NX I + NGl(q, R) be the corresponding simplicial 
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map as in the proof of Proposition 3.7, and let g be the simplicial map of total spaces covering g. 
Since the transition functions for v are locally constant along the leaves it follows that 
g: NX%(p)+NGl(q,R)(p) has rank at most q for each p. Therefore g*: A*(NGl(q,R))+ 
A *(NYv-la) annihilates horizontal (k, /)-forms for 1 > q. Lemma 3.8 therefore immediately 
implies Bott’s vanishing theorem that w(P) = 0 E H*‘(X) for P E I’(Gl(q, R)) and I > q. Taking 
G = Gl(q, R) and K = O(q) in (3.3) it follows in the same way that 
w : WNq, RI, O(q)) + A *W(Y/O(s)L +u) (3.9) 
annihilates the ideal FZcq+‘) & ‘WC l(q, R), O(q)) generated by Invo&S’@l(q, R))) for 
I 2 q + 1. By Corollary 2.18, (3.9) induces a map on homolgy H(w(Gl(q, R), 0(q)/F2’4f’))+ 
H(A *( Y/O(q))) and since the fibre of Y/O(q)-+X is contractible we end up with a map 
H(w(Gl(q, R), O(q))lF *@+I)) + H*(X). Since this construction is just a reformulation of these in 
the above mentioned papers[4] and [13] we shall not persue the matter any further. 
94. FLAT BUNDLES 
We now turn to the main purpose of this paper which is to study the characteristic classes of 
bundles with discrete structure group. The main results are already stated as Theorem 1.1 and 
Corollary 1.3. In the following we assume G to be a connected semi-simple Lie group with finite 
center and with Lie algebra 9 and we consider a homomorphism f: I+= G of a discrete group I 
into G. As in § 1 choose a maximal compact subgroup K 5 G with Lie algebra I and also choose a 
Cartan decomposition g = p @I. 
For the case I g G a discrete torsion free subgroup the construction of jr: H*(g, I) + H*(B I) 
originally due to Matsushima [ 171 is simple and well-known: As in 9 1 a class in H4 (9, I) is given by 
an alternating q-form cp on p zg/f. By left translation we get a C” q-form 6 on G/K and 6 is 
actually harmonic with respect to an invariant Riemannian metric on G/K. The exponential map 
exp: p + G/K is a diffeomorphism and hence G/K is contractible. Therefore T\G/K is homotopy 
equivalent to BT and since 5, is left invariant it covers a harmonic form on T\G/K representing 
jr(q) in the De Rham cohomology H*(r\G/K) = H*(Br). 
In the general case of a homomorphism f: I + G, we apprximate B r by a manifold X (that is, 
H”(X) = H”(BIJ for s less than some number N) and let 5: Y-+X be the corresponding 
principal r-covering space. I acts via the homomorphism f on G/K and so we have an associated 
fibre bundle i: Y-X, where Y = Y x,-G/K. As before cp E H”(g, f) (q < N) correspond to a 
left invariant q-form 6 on G/K. The pull-back of 4 to Y x G/K is clearly I-invariant and 
therefore covers a form (p on 7. Since + is closed (p is obviously also closed and so defines a 
cohomology class {+} E Hq( p). Since G/K is contractible clearly {*: H*(X)-+ H*( v) is an 
isomorphism and we define jr(q) as the image of {Cp} under the composite H4( y) = H”(X) = 
H’(Br). When I is a torsion free discrete subgroup of G we can actually choose X = T\G/K 
and it is easy to see that the two constructions agree. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We now want to describe jr(p) by an explicit cochain in the 
Eilenberg-MacLane group cohomology. It is well-known that the group cohomology H*(I, R) by 
definition (see e.g. MacLane[l6], chapter 4, §5) is nothing but the homology of the complex 
C*(NI) of real valued cochains on the simplicial set NT. By the results of 92 this complex is 
explicitly chain equivalent to the De Rham complex A*(NT), the equivalence being the 
integration map 9 : A *(Nr) + C*(NI’) as in Remark 1 of $2. We shall therefore just carry out the 
above construction of jr replacing the manifold X by the simplicial manifold NT. So let 
5: NT-+ NT be the universal I-bundle and consider the associated fibre bundle with fibre G/K 
6: NT x,- G/K + Nl- (4.1) 
where NT xr G/K denotes the simplicial manifold with (NT xr G/K)(p) = Nr(p) XI- G/K. In 
the same way as above cp E H’(g, t) gives rise to a q-form (p E A’(Nr xr G/K) in the sense of 
Definition 2.1. The restriction of (p to A* x NT(p) x,- G/K is simply the q-form which is covered 
in A’ x NT(p) x G/K by the pull-back from G/K of the left-invariant form 6. Again since G/K 
is contractible it follows using Corollary 2.8 that i*: H(A*(NIJ)+ H(A*(Nr XI- G/K)) is an 
isomorphism and hence jr(p) is just the image of {@} under the composite map 
H(A*(NI; x,- G/K)) = H(A *(Nr)) = H(C*(NT)) (4.2) 
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where the first isomorphism is (<*))’ and the second is induced by .%. In order to calculate the 
composite (4.2), we clearly need a section p of the bundle (4.1), that is, we want to construct a 
sequence of sections p’*’ of the bundles A’ x (NT xr G/K)(p) + AP x NT(p) such that for each 
i=o,... , p the following diagram commutes 
A’-’ x NT(p) - A” x (NT xr G/K(p) 
I idX., I idxc, 
A*-’ x Nr(p - 1) 5 A’ x (NT x,- G/K)(p - 1). 
It is clear from Definition 2.1 that such a section p will induce a chain map 
p*: A*(Nr xr G/K)+A*(NI) such that p* 0 I* = id on A*(NI), and hence p* will induce the 
inverse of p* on the homology level. Identifying NT = Nf/I we can construct p by constructing 
a sequence r = {r@‘} of I-equivariant maps r(‘): A’ x NT(p) + G/K such that for i = 0,. . . , p 
the following diagram commutes 
A’-’ x NT(p) c’rid AP x NT(p) 
I v.irr, 1 I(P) 
A’-’ x m(p - 1) I(BI) G/K 
Suppose r and hence p has been constructed. Then clearly r induces a map r*: &*(G/K) + 
A*(NT) and it is easy to see that p*Cp E A’(NI) is covered by the I-invariant form 
r*$ E A”(Nr). It follows that jr(q) is represented in P(NI) by the cochain described as 
follows: 
Let u = (r,, . . . , y4) E NT(q) and choose I_? = (To,. . . , r4) E Nf(q) covering (T, that is, 
1 
yi = yi-l’yi , i=l ,..., 4. (4.3) 
Then the value of jr(q) on u is 
(jr(q), fl) = 1. (r*@)+ (4.4) 
where (r*$)+ is the form r*@ restricted to A4 X 5. 
It remains to construct r using the explicit contraction of G/K given by means of the 
exponential map. So let o = {K} E G/K and identify p with the tangent space of G/K at o. As 
mentioned above exp: p + GIK is a diffeomorphism and we therefore get a contraction g of G/K 
defined by g$(x) = exp (s exp-‘(x)), x E G/K, s E [O, 11. The maps r(‘): A’ x NT(p)+ G/K are 
defined as follows. For t = (to,. . . , tP) E A’ let us write si = ti + 1,+, +. . . + f,,, i = 1,. . . , p, and 
for 5 = (To,. . . , rp) E NT(p) let (+ = (r,, . . . , yp) E NT(p) be given by (4.3) above. Then r(” is 
given by 
rcp)(t, 5) = %’ * ss,(rl * gdy2. . . ‘yi . g3,+,h(yi+l . . . . gs,,h,,_I(yp . 0). . .))I. (4.5) 
(If one is worried about differentiability one can replace g, by g,,,, where 6: [0, l] + [0, l] is 
constantly 0 near 0 and is the identity outside some bigger neighborhood of 0.) Using (4.5) in (4.4) 
we immediately arrive at the formula (1.2). 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. The inclusion i: K c G induces a homotopy equivalence of 
classifying spaces so the corresponding map Ni: NK + NG induces an isomorphism 
Ni*: H(A*(NG))+H(A*(NK)). Similarly f: I+G induces Nf: NI+NG and let 
I: NT x,- G/K -+ NT be as above. Again choose a Cartan decomposition 0 = p @I and for 
cp E A”#*) let 6 denote the left invariant form on G/K. Also let (p E A”(Nr Xr G/K) be the 
corresponding form used in the definition of jr(cp) above. Corollary 1.3 then follows from 
LEMMA 4.6. Let y : I*(K)+H(A*(NK)) be the Chern-Weil homomorphism. Then for 
P E I’(K) the image c* 0 Nf * 0 (Ni*)-’ 0 w(P) E H(A *(NT xr G/K)) is represented by p(s1T) 
where fl is the t-valued 2-form on p defined by 
fi(A, B) = - $[A, B], A,B Ep. (4.7) 
Let K: g -+f denote the projection and let 0 be the canonical connection in the 
universal G-bundle NG +NG. Then the f-valued l-form OK = K 0 19 on NG is clearly a 
connection in the K-bundle NG + which 
. . .9 YP), g) = cf(%d * g, * *. ,f(%) * 81, (4.8) 
for To,. . . , rp E r and g E G. Then there is a commutative diagram 
Nf xr GIK f NC/K A NE/K 
1 F 
Nf - Ni - NK 
from which it follows that p 0 Nf* 0 (Ni*)-’ 0 w is just the Chern-Weil homomorphism for the 
principal K-bundle NT xr G + Nf xr G/K using the connection induced by f. By (4.8) and (3.6) 
this connection is given by the form f*& = K where as usual t? is covered in NT X G by the 
from G of the left K. Now the left (on G) of R defined 
(and by R(A, just curvature form of connection 
the principal K-bundle G + G/K. the curvature form of K we clearly have 
P(fi’) for P E I’(K). This proves Lemma 4.6. 
It follows that Nf*o(Ni*)-‘0 = jdP(fl’)) and hence Corollary 1.3 from 
Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. i.e. f contains 
(see e.g. Cartan [6]) that the map I*(K) + H*(g) I) defined (a’) is onto and the kernel 
the ideal generated the image of restriction I*(G)+l*(K). 
As an example let 0(1, identity component of group of 
non-singular linear transformations R”+’ preserving the x1* +. . + x.*. 
maximal subgroup K = and = 2%“’ hyperbolic space of dimension 
n. X” is given usual Riemannian metric of -1. assume n The 
class E H”(BSO(n)) is the under Chern-Weil homomorphism 
and it is easy see that the left 
invariant form on X” is given by P(W’*): the volume the unit 
sphere S” g R”+’ and the volume form on a homomorphism O(1, a 
sequence . . . , of I the geodesic simplex A(y,, . . . , y”) g is just 
hull of vertices 
y10, y.0 (4.9) 
some chosen basepoint of consider any n-simplex X”. As in 
Klein’s book §5D, generalized sum W(A) the alternating sum 
n-2 
W(A) = rzO (-l)‘&~i 
of the sums of angles cy: at all r-dimensional faces. The angle (Y: is roughly defined as the ratio 
between the volume of A rl Sin--‘-’ and the volume of all of Si”-‘-’ where Si”-‘-’ is a small sphere 
transversal to the face (in particular air lies between 0 and 4). By a formula which goes back to 
Dehn and Poincare (see Klein [14, p. 20.51) the volume of A is given by Vol (A) = 
(-l)“‘*( W(A) -f(n - I)). fKn. Furthermore for A = A(y,, . . . , yn) define the sign of A to be 21 
according to whether or not the orientation determined by the ordering (4.9) ,agrees with the 
induced orientation from X”. With this notation Corollary 1.3 specializes to 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let j: r+ 0(1, n)‘, n even, be a homomorphism and let tf be the flat 
0(1, n)-bundle over Br induced by f. Then the Euler class is given by (e(tf), (~1,. . . , ml) = 
sign A( W(A) - f(n - 1)) where A = A(?,, . . . , y”) 5 X”. 
Remark. The angle sum W(A) is i(n - 1) for any simplex in Euclidean n-space, n even. 
Hence W(A) - f(n - 1) is the non-Euclidean excess. 
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Since 0(1,2)’ = PSl(2, R) we can easily prove the following result of Milnor 1201: 
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COROLLARY 4.11. (a) Let 5 be a flat Sl(2, R)-bundle ouer a surface X, of genus g > 1. Then the 
Euler class e(5) satisfy l(e(& [X,1)/ <g. 
(b) There is a flat Sl(2, R)-bundle 5 over X, with (e(t), [X,]) = -(g - 1). 
Proof. It is well-known that X8 = B lY where I is the group with generators x1, x2, . . . , xzs and 
the single relation x,xzxI-‘x2-’ . . . xi,-, . xi; = 1. The fundamental 2-cycle [X8] is given by the 
following cycle in the Eulenberg-MacLane chain complex 
[X,] = (XI, x*) + (x,x2, XI_‘) + (X,X?X,C’, x2-7 + * * * + (XIXZXI-I . . . xzg, x&). (4.12) 
It has 4g - 2 terms. Since the map B Sl(2, R) + B PSl(2, R) induces multiplication by 2 in I-I’, we 
deduce from Corollary 4.10 that each term in (4.12) contribute to the Euler number 1 times the 
excess in a triangle in X2 and since the excess has numerical value at most 4 (a full Circle is of 
angle measure 1) the sum has numerical value at most (4g - 2) * l/4. This proves (a). 
For the proof of (b) choose I $ Sl(2, R) such that the fundamental polygon 9 C X” has 4g 
vertices (see Siegel [24], chapter 3, P4) and let f: I + Sl(2, R) be the inclusion. Then BT = X, and 
the collection of triangles A(x,, x2), A(xIx2, x,-l), etc. covers 9. It follows that (e(t), [X,1) is half 
the total angle sum of 9 minus (4g - 2)1/4, and since the angle sum of ?? is 1 the result follows. 
(For part (b) see also F. W. Kamber and Ph. Tondeur: Flat manifolds, chapter 4b, Lecture Notes 
in Mathematics 67, Springer-Verlag, 1968.) 
85. CONTINUOUS COHOMOLOGY 
We now come to the proof of Proposition 1.5 which is actually trivial once the map 8; is 
defined. As before let G be a connected semisimple real Lie group with Lie algebra fi and let 
K c= G be a maximal compact subgroup with Lie algebra f. For a (left) G-module V the 
continuous cohomology HZ(G, V) is defined (see e.g. Hochschild-Mostow[l2]) as the homology 
of the complex (C*(NG, V), 6) where a q-cochain is a continuous function c: NG(q)+ V and 
where the coboundary is given by 
(Sc)(g1, * * * 7 &+d = g1ck2,. . . 3 &+J 
+ f: (-l)‘c(g,, . . * , gi-I, gigi+1,. . . g,+1) + (-lY”Ckl, . . . , g,) 
i=l 
This complex is easily identified (via the map (3.5)) with the G-invariant part of the complex 
(C*(Nc, V), S), where a q-cochain is a continuous function c: NC(q)+ V. Here the 
coboundary is given by 
q+1 
(Sckk9 . . .,g,+,)= 2 (-l)'c(go,...,gi,...,g,+1) 
i=o 
and the G-action is given by (g’c)(gO,. . . , g,) = g’c(gOg’, . . . , ggg’). Similarly the Lie algebra 
cohomology H*(g, f ; V) is naturally identified with the homology of the G-invariant part of the 
De Rham-complex (&*(G/K, V), d) of exterior forms on G/K with values in V. Here the action 
of G on #(G/K, V) is given by @)(X1, X2,. . . ,X,) = g(cp((L,?))*XI, . . . , (IL,-1)*X,)) 
where X1,. . . , X, are vector fields on G/K and &I)* is the differential of the action by g-’ on 
G/K. As shown by Hochschild-Mostow[l2] both C*(NG, V) and d*(GIK, V) are continuously 
injective resolutions of V. (Here V is included in C’(NG, V) as the constant functions on G and 
is included in &‘(G/K, V) as the constant functions on G/K). It follows that the identity V+ V 
extends (uniquely up to chain homotopy) to an equivariant chain equivalence 3: d*(GIK, V)+ 
C*(Ne’, V). In order to construct 3 explicitly we define the geodesic q-simplex &go,. . . , g4) C_ 
G/K for (go,. . . , g,) E NG(q) inductively as follows. As usual let o = {K} E G/K. Then i(gOj 
is the O-simplex go-’ * o and &g,, . . . , g,) is the geodesic cone on &g,, . . . , g4) with top point 
go _’ . o. The ordering of the vertices go-’ . 0,. . . , g,-’ . o determines the orientation of 
&go, . * . , g4). Proposition 1.5 now clearly follows from 
PROPOSITION 5.1. An equivariant chain equivalence $: &*(GIK, V)+ C*(Nc, V) extending 
the identity V + V can be given explicitly by the formula $(a)(go, . . . , q4) = Ja(sa....,s,j CY for 
a E d”(G/K, V) and (go,. . . ,g,) E NG(q). 
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Proof. Since $ takes constants to constants it clearly extends the identity. We just have to 
see that it is a chain map and that it is equivariant. The first follows immediately from Stokes’ 
theorem and the second from the fact that &,g’, . . . , g,g’) = g’-’ . &go,. . . , g,). This proves 
Proposition 5.1 and hence Proposition 1.5. 
Remark. Notice that for r 2 G a discrete torsion-free subgroup Theorem 1.1 easily follows 
from Proposition 5.1 since by definition the De Rham cohomology of T\G/K is the homology of 
the r-invariant part of &*(G/K). 
Finally we shall comment on the relation to a result of Bott [2] concerning the second spectral 
sequence IIT* associated to the double complex &“,‘(NG) = &‘(NG(k)) (see also 82 for the 
definition). It is shown in [2], theorem 1 that IIIk” = - H,‘-‘(G, S’(g*)). By van Est’s theorem this is 
isomorphic to H”-‘(9, t; S’(fl*)) and by Hochschild-Kostant [ll], theorem 4.1 this is in turn 
isomorphic to Hk-‘(g, f) @ InvG S’(g*). This however (modulo change of indices) is exactly the 
&-term in the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration 
U/K+BK+BU 
where U is a compact real form of the complexification of G. In fact we have 
(5.2) 
PROPOSOTION 5.3. Let ET* be the Serre spectral sequence for thefibration (5.2). Then for r 2 1 
E:t” = II,k”.’ and both converge to H*(BK). 
We shall indicate the proof. According to Corollary 2.8 the spectral sequence IIT* for r 2 1 is 
isomorphic to the spectral sequence for A *(NC) with the filtration FF, = BizkA *,i,(NG>. By (3.3) 
there is a natural map w: W(G, K)+ A *(NC/K). Now let p = {p(‘)} be a sequence of sections 
P @‘: AP x NG@)+A’ x (NG/K)(p) constructed exactly the same way as in 94 (using the 
identification NGIK = NC xc G/K). Then p induces p: A*(NG/K)+ A*(NG) and let 
A =p*ow: W(G, K) + A *(NC). Consider the filtration F of W(G, K) for I 2 k. It follows using 
Lemma 3.8 that A(FZk) C Fk,, and hence A induces a map of spectral sequences. On the other 
hand by complexification W(G, K) @ C = W(U, K) @ C and using the Chern-Weil map 
W: W( U, K) -+ A *(ND/K) one can easily show that the spectral sequence of W( U, K) with the 
corresponding filtration is exactly the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration (5.2). 
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